
SUPER BOWL XLIX | SOCIAL MEDIA POV

During this year’s Super Bowl, we saw brands build on past 
successes as well as test new solutions. Most of the action 
took place on Twitter, where brands live tweeted, engaged 
with other brands, and incentivized action from fans.  
However, notable brands tested with Instagram indicating it’s 
increasing importance in real time.

While McDonald’s was busy giving away everything advertised 
during the Super Bowl, other brands like Toyota and Coca-
Cola went the emotional, sentimental route by offering 
personal with one-to-one messages. Which tactics proved 
successful? MEC provides a fast take for how social media 
played throughout the game. 

THE NUMBERS

• 28.4MM tweets during the game vs. last year’s 24.1MM, making 
2015 the most tweeted Super Bowl (Source: Twitter)

• The final moment of the game generated 395K tweets/minute 
(Source: Twitter)

• 1.2MM brand mentions on Twitter (Source: Twitter Counter)

• 1.3MM people engaged with content of some form 

during the final minute of the game(Source: Adweek)

• The top 5 states where Facebook’s conversation took place: New 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Maine, Massachusetts, and 
Washington (Source: Adweek)

• Universal Pictures’ Pitch Perfect 2 was the only advertiser to use a 
Snapchat CTA in their TV spot (Source: Mashable)
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https://blog.twitter.com/2015/the-new-england-patriots-sb49-win-plays-out-on-twitter
https://blog.twitter.com/2015/the-new-england-patriots-sb49-win-plays-out-on-twitter
http://press.twittercounter.com/95105-super-bowl-2015-the-battle-of-the-brands-on-twitter
http://www.adweek.com/lostremote/the-super-bowl-on-facebook-265-million-posts-comments-and-likes/50028
http://www.adweek.com/lostremote/the-super-bowl-on-facebook-265-million-posts-comments-and-likes/50028
http://mashable.com/2015/02/02/super-bowl-ad-snapchat/?utm_cid=mash-com-Tw-main-link


6 KEY TAKEAWAYS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR MARKETERS 

1. Few brands expanded efforts to Facebook and Instagram, making Twitter the 
central focus of social activation.
Marketers should evaluate opportunities in Facebook and Instagram as there is less 
competition while still generating conversation volume; however, Twitter should 
remain an important part of the activation strategy to ensure visibility and relevance.

2. Brands used the Super Bowl to get emotional (e.g., Nationwide, Nissan)
The brands that won share-of-heart with their messaging won share-of-conversation 
on social media. Social media posts that evoked emotion (negative or positive) 
elicited high engagement from viewers. 

3. The most highly shared social posts were those of brands speaking to one 
another (e.g., Doritos, Southwest Airlines, etc.)
Brand-to-brand interactions still pays dividends. Whether planned, or in-the-
moment, benefits can be gained, however, only if it stays true to both brands.

4. Brands went one-to-one with personalized tweets (e.g., Coca-Cola, T-Mobile, 
Toyota)
Several brands tried to personalize tweets at scale. While all these brands flooded 
the newsfeed with tweets, T-Mobile was most criticized as their automated 
approach felt like spam. The lesson is that scale shouldn’t be achieved by 
automation.  

5. Sweepstakes were abound (e.g., McDonalds, Tostitos, Doritos)
Adding to the noise of the game, several brands hosted sweepstakes and contests. 
These tactics were fleeting attention grabbers that did not have longevity beyond 
the game. No one’s talking about Tostito’s chip sweepstakes today.

6. Social users created memes to join the conversation
Memes that resulted from Nationwide, Katy Perry’s halftime show, and Richard 
Sherman prove that users still like to create. When investing in activations, consider 
how users can co-create, and how marketers can monitor in real-time. Tools like 
Mashable’s Velocity may be useful in predicting cultural trends like memes.
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TAKEAWAY #1: REAL-TIME IS STILL TWITTER’S STRENGTH

Twitter is still the primary destination for real-time conversation, breaking a new volume 
record of game-time tweets (28.4MM).  Twitter’s trending section was consumed with 
macro and micro topics related to the Super Bowl – e.g. #SuperBowl, #SaveTheData, 
#HalftimeShowKatyPerry. 

Although brands tested Facebook’s new media targeting solution, brands did not 
participate in organic conversation nor did user conversation trend towards any brand’s 
marketing activities.   Facebook’s trending section showed more developed news about 
Whitney Houston’s daughter, Bruce Jenner and World Hijab Day, with only macro 
Superbowl topics such as the halftime show surfacing as a trend. 

Instagram launched video ads in time for the Super Bowl, which attracted major best-in-
class advertisers including Lowe’s, Dove, Pepsi and Coke.  Although results of these 
investments are unknown, it is an indicator that Instagram has shown organic success for 
these brands in real-time opportunities.  

TAKEAWAY #2: VALUES LEAD TO STRONGER CONNECTIONS 

The most talked about brands were those that lead with emotion, stimulating 
conversation based on shared values.  Empowerment was an area of focus for some of 
the best-in-class this year, with numerous brands recognizing the important role of 
fathers.  Brands are getting better at extending the conversation with hashtags by 
matching their TV spot with an ongoing conversation they carry on through social. 
Successful brands voiced their values by adding a layer of social onto all owned channels.

• Always used a powerful message to challenge the perception of what it means to do 
things #LikeAGirl

• Dove Men took a moment to challenge the traditional definition of masculinity with 
#RealStrength

• Toyota tells everyone that being a dad is #OneBoldChoice, and being a dad is more 
than being a father

• Nissan used #WithDad to follow the struggles of a hardworking and close-knit family 
striving for togetherness throughout the year
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http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/lowes-releases-first-instagram-video-ad-run-during-super-bowl-162666
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIxA3o84syY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoqWo3SJ73c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Un6uP6cykgo
https://www.youtube.com/user/nissanusa


TAKEAWAY #3:  BRANDS SPEAKING TO BRANDS 

Brand on brand conversations remained a hot trend during this event, with a few brands 
upping the ante in the preparation, and quality of content, used to engage in a 
discussion.  Most notable was Doritos, who prepared for real-time conversation by 
reviewing the TV spots published before the game and producing custom content in 
response.  Custom content included images and video, to capture attention and 
engagement. 

Brands stand to benefit because of the opportunity to leverage the reach and audience 
attention of the brand they engage with. Other brands who participated in brand 
conversations included Victoria’s Secret, Nissan, Southwest Airlines, Tostitos.

TAKEAWAY #4: PERSONALIZED TWEETS

Call it clever or call it spam, some brands invested heavily to develop personalized 
tweets. These brands hoped that one-to-one conversation would appear more 
meaningful and personal. Did they pull it off? T-Mobile seemed to annoy users; the 
tweets felt impersonal as T-Mobile continuously reused a handful of Kim’s selfies. 
Coca-Cola and Toyota did a much better job of personalizing each message getting a 
seemingly better response.

• T-Mobile enlisted Kim Kardashian to tweet selfies of herself to anyone who signed up 
on www.KimsDataStash.com

• Toyota stuck with the emotional pull by asking users to tweet pictures of their dads. 
In return, Toyota sent back videos that explained the importance of being a dad

• Coca-Cola was on a mission to make the world a happier place. Users simply needed 
to find a tweet and reply with, “#MakeItHappy” – Coca-Cola would then reply positive 
ASCII image. Coca-Cola used their website, www.gomakeithappy.com to make this a 
multi-channel campaign
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http://www.kimsdatastash.com/
http://www.gomakeithappy.com/


TAKEAWAY #5: SWEEPSTAKES WERE ABOUND 

Several brands tried to break through the clutter with a sweepstakes or contest, 
incentivizing fans with prizes in exchange for social actions. In the end, sweepstakes 
simply added to the noise, while brands that created compelling content rose drove 
conversation with longevity. Users engaged with many of the sweepstakes tweets by 
retweeting or favoriting, but the sweeps didn’t drive conversation. Brands like 
Nationwide and Always struck an emotional chord, and were the ones who generated 
the most mentions. 

• Pizza Hut offered the chance to win $15 gift codes for those who tweeted with 
#PizzaHutGame

• Tostitos offered the chance to win a year’s supply of chips and dip to those who 
tweeted with #PartyBLVD

• Doritos offered $5,000 to the winner of the #CrashTheSuperBowl parody contest

• Lastly, McDonald’s went big to reiterate their new ‘Lovin’ messaging, and gave away 
every product advertised during the game - yes, that included cars and vacations

TAKEAWAY #6: SOCIAL USERS JOINED WITH MEMES

Social users showed that memes are still alive – the memes from the Super Bowl helped 
ideas and messages spread. The most notable examples include sharks from Katy Perry’s 
halftime show, Nationwide’s ‘#MakeSafeHappen’, and Richard Sherman’s reactions to 
the game. 

Brands must understand that any brand could be the center of a meme. Likely 
unexpected, Nationwide found itself surrounded with “dead kid” memes in response to 
their dark Super Bowl spot. 

Overall, breaking through the social clutter is difficult on any given day, 
but it’s especially challenging on Super Bowl Sunday. Standout brands 
clearly thought of social media first – as a horizontal across other media, 
enabling users to engage with the brand well after the :30 second spot 
faded away.
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https://twitter.com/search?q=nationwide&src=typd&mode=photos


SUPER BOWL SOCIAL MEDIA APPROVAL MATRIX
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https://twitter.com/Doritos/status/562080894509281280
https://twitter.com/Doritos/status/562080894509281280
https://twitter.com/TMobile/status/562013877068922880
https://twitter.com/TMobile/status/562013877068922880
https://twitter.com/AllYouNeedisEC/status/562058867358851072
https://twitter.com/AllYouNeedisEC/status/562058867358851072
https://twitter.com/Audi/status/562033686057472000
https://twitter.com/Audi/status/562033686057472000
https://twitter.com/SNICKERS/status/562051680125345792
https://twitter.com/SNICKERS/status/562051680125345792
https://twitter.com/Dodge/status/562036197900312577
https://twitter.com/Dodge/status/562036197900312577
https://twitter.com/chevrolet/status/562038934662705152
https://twitter.com/chevrolet/status/562038934662705152
https://twitter.com/mophie/status/562091819022811136
https://twitter.com/mophie/status/562091819022811136
https://twitter.com/ThisIsGMC/status/562057097874243584
https://twitter.com/ThisIsGMC/status/562057097874243584
https://twitter.com/NissanUSA/status/562090992078045184
https://twitter.com/NissanUSA/status/562090992078045184
https://twitter.com/Toyota/status/562058587170566144
https://twitter.com/Toyota/status/562058587170566144
https://twitter.com/lenovoUS/status/561889860063989760
https://twitter.com/lenovoUS/status/561889860063989760
https://twitter.com/LincolnMotorCo/status/562076006446403584
https://twitter.com/LincolnMotorCo/status/562076006446403584
https://twitter.com/McDonalds/status/562033348772495360
https://twitter.com/McDonalds/status/562033348772495360
https://twitter.com/Nationwide/status/562044343590985729
https://twitter.com/Nationwide/status/562044343590985729
https://twitter.com/DoveMenCare/status/562035630365237248
https://twitter.com/DoveMenCare/status/562035630365237248
https://twitter.com/Always/status/562057056002142208
https://twitter.com/Always/status/562057056002142208
https://twitter.com/intel/status/562051149939748864
https://twitter.com/intel/status/562051149939748864
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir/status/562031644501377025
https://twitter.com/SouthwestAir/status/562031644501377025
https://twitter.com/lenovoUS/status/562058025528492035
https://twitter.com/lenovoUS/status/562058025528492035
https://twitter.com/CocaCola/status/562042790117670912
https://twitter.com/CocaCola/status/562042790117670912
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